Consider the commutative algebra B over the field of complex numbers with the bases {e 1 , e 2 } such that (e 2 1 + e 2 2 ) 2 = 0, e 2 1 + e 2 2 = 0. Let D be a domain in xOy, D ζ := {xe 1 + ye 2 : (x, y) ∈ D} ⊂ B. We say that B-valued function Φ :
1 Monogenic functions in the biharmonic algebra associated with the biharmonic equation
We say that an associative commutative two-dimensional algebra B with the unit 1 over the field of complex numbers C is biharmonic if in B there exists a biharmonic basis, i.e, a bases {e 1 , e 2 } satisfying the conditions (e 
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where i is the imaginary complex unit.
In [2] , I. P. Mel'nichenko proved that there exists the unique biharmonic algebra B and he constructed all biharmonic bases.
Consider a biharmonic plane µ := {ζ = x e 1 + y e 2 : x, y ∈ R} which is a linear span of the elements e 1 , e 2 of the biharmonic basis (2) over the field of real numbers R. With a domain D of the Cartesian plane xOy we associate the congruent domain D ζ := {ζ = xe 1 + ye 2 : (x, y) ∈ D} in the biharmonic plane µ, and corresponding domain in the complex plane C: D z := {z = x + iy : (x, y) ∈ D}.
Let D * be a domain in xOy or in µ. Denote by ∂D * a boundary of a domain D * , clD * means a closure of a domain D * .
In what follows, (x, y) ∈ D, ζ = x e 1 + y e 2 ∈ D ζ , z = x + iy ∈ D z . Inasmuch as divisors of zero don't belong to the biharmonic plane, one can define the derivative Φ ′ (ζ) of function Φ : D ζ −→ B in the same way as in the complex plane:
We say that a function Φ :
where
It is established in the paper [1] that a function Φ : D ζ −→ B is monogenic in a domain D ζ if and only if components U k , k = 1, 4, of the expression (3) are differentiable in the domain D and the following analog of the Cauchy -Riemann conditions is satisfied:
In an extended form the condition (4) for the monogenic function (3) is equivalent to the system of four equations (cf., e.g., [1, 3] ) with respect to components
It is proved in the paper [1] that a function Φ(ζ) having derivatives till fourth order in D ζ satisfies the two-dimensional biharmonic equation
in the domain D owing to the relations (1) and
Therefore, every component U k : D −→ R, k = 1, 4, of the expansion (3) satisfies also the equation (9), i. e. U k is a biharmonic function in the domain D. It is proved [3] that a monogenic function Φ : D ζ −→ B has derivatives Φ (n) (ζ) of all orders in the domain D ζ and, consequently, satisfies the two-dimensional biharmonic equation (9) .
In the papers [3] [4] [5] [6] it was also proved such a fact that every biharmomic function U 1 (x, y) in a bounded simply connected domain D is the first component of the expansion (3) of monogenic function Φ : D ζ −→ B, moreover, all such functions Φ are found in an explicit form.
Basic analytic properties of monogenic functions in a biharmonic plane are similar to properties of holomorphic functions of the complex variable. More exactly, analogues of the Cauchy integral theorem and integral formula, the Morera theorem, the uniqueness theorem, the Taylor and Laurent expansions are established in papers [5] [6] [7] . 
Proof. There exists Φ * ∈ M B (D ζ ) such that
A derivative of a function Φ * is represented by the equality Φ ′ * =
∂Φ * ∂x
. Therefore, we have the following equalities
Using the equality (5) for monogenic function Φ * , deliver the equality
substituting into which successively equalities (12) with k = 3 and (11), as a result, obtain
Now, substituting (11) in (12) with k = 1, obtain
Since, Φ ≡ Φ
, therefore, it implies the equalities
Substituting (14) in the equality (15) with k = 1, we get the first equality in (10) . Using the formula (7) for monogenic function Φ ′ * , we have
Finally, substituting in series relations (13), (15) with k = 1 and k = 4 into (16), obtain the second equality in (10) . The theorem is proved.
Displacements-type problem
We shall assume further that D is a bounded simply connected domain in the Cartesian plane xOy. Let τ : D −→ R be a real-valued function, then by C k (D), k ∈ {0, 1, . . . }, we denote a class of functions having continuous derivatives up to the k-th order inclusively,
For a function τ ∈ C (D) denote by τ ∈ C (clD) if there exists a finite limit
Let a function Φ is of the type Φ :
. In this case we use for every ζ 0 = x 0 e 1 + y 0 e 2 ∈ ∂D ζ notations
Consider a boundary value problem: to find in D partial derivatives
of an elastic isotropic body occupying D, when their boundary values are given on the boundary ∂D:
where g k : ∂D −→ R, k = 1, 2, are given functions. We shall call this problem as the (u x , v y )-problem. Let W : D −→ R be an unknown biharmonic function. Further we mean by this function the Airy stress function. Denote
and µ, λ are Lamé constants (cf., e.g., [8, p. 2] ). The following equalities are valid in D (cf., e.g., [8, pp. 8 -9] , [9, p. 5]):
Then solving the (u x , v y )-problem is equivalent to finding in D quantities of C k [W ], k = 1, 2, where boundary values of an unknown biharmonic function W : D −→ R satisfy the system
Theorem 2. The (u x , v y )-problem is equivalent to boundary value problem on finding in D the second derivatives
of a biharmonic function W ∈ C 2 (clD), which satisfy for all (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ ∂D the boundary data:
Then a general solution of the (u x , v y )-problem is expressed by the formulas:
Proof. Adding equalities of the system (21) term by term, taking into account definitions (18) and the value of κ 0 , we get
Now, it follows from formulas (21) and (26), definitions (18) , inclusions
Now, solving the system (22) with respect to
and
, we obtain the system of equations (23), (24) . Formulas (25) are followed the equalities (21) .
In a similar way, we can prove that solving of a boundary value problem for biharmonic function W with boundary data (23), (23) 
Proof. Passing in (26) to a limit, as (x, y) tends to arbitrary fixed point (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ ∂D, and taking into account definitions (19), we conclude that W 0 (x, y)| (x 0 ,y 0 ) = 0. Inasmuch as, (19) is a harmonic function then from the last boundary equality, we obtain by the maximum principle the equality
The equality (28) yields that functions (20) are harmonic in D and, by formulas (23) and (24) , vanish on the boundary ∂D, thus, in view of the maximum principle, we have that
Substituting in series expressions (18) , equalities (28) and (29) into the formulas (25), we get the formulas (27). The theorem is proved. Note, that in [10, 11] considered expressions of solutions the Lamé equilibrium system in displacements via components U k , k = 1, 4, of a monogenic function (3). Moreover, the following statemant is proved in [11, Theorem 1] :
Let a function (3) is monogenic in a domain D ζ . Then the next pairs of functions
are solutions the Lamé equilibrium system in displacements
where θ := ∂u ∂x + ∂v ∂y , γ := (λ + µ)µ −1 . Note, that this statement is generalization of a result in [10] to a general bounded domain D ζ . Another results of [10] are also generalized to this case.
Boundary value (1-4)-problem for monogenic functions
V. F. Kovalev [12, 13] posed the biharmonic Schwarz type problems on finding
where u k and u m are given real-valued functions. we We shall call this problem by the (k − m)-problem Some relations between the (1-3)-problem and problems of the theory of elasticity are described in [12, [14] [15] [16] . In particular, it is shown that the main biharmonic problem (cf., e.g., [17, p. 194 can be reduced to the
In [13, 18] , we investigated the (1-3)-problem for cases where D ζ is either an upper half-plane or a unit disk in the biharmonic plane. Its solutions were found in explicit forms with using of some integrals analogous to the classic Schwarz integral. Moreover, the (1-3)-problem is solvable unconditionally for a half-plane but it is solvable for a disk if and only if a certain condition is satisfied.
In [14] , a certain scheme was proposed for reducing the (1-3)-problem in a simply connected domain with sufficiently smooth boundary to a suitable boundary value problem in a disk with using power series and conformal mappings in the complex plane.
Under general suitable smooth conditions for a boundary of a bounded domain D and using a hypercomplex analog of the Cauchy type integral, we reduce the (1-3) boundary value problem to a system of integral equations on the real axes and establish sufficient conditions under which this system has the Fredholm property [15, 16] .
In this section we are interested in the (1-4)-problem with boundary data
Theorem 4. Let W is a general biharmonic function from C 2 (clD) satisfying the boundary conditions (22) . Then W rebuilds a general solution of the (u x , v y )-problem with boundary data (17) by the formulas (21) .
A general solution Φ of the (1-4)-problem with boundary data
generate in D the second order derivatives
∂y 2 by the formulas (10) . A general solution of the (u x , v y )-problem for any (x, y) ∈ clD is expressed by the equalities
Proof. By Theorem 2, the (u x , v y )-problem is equivalent to finding the second order partial derivatives After computations, we obtain that C 1 [W ] is equal to the right-part in (33), C 2 [W ] is equal to the right-part in (34). Passing to a limit in these equalities, as (x, y) tends to arbitrary boundary point (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ ∂D ζ , we get with use of equalities (22), (32) an equatily.
Substituting into the right-part in (21) formulas (10), we obtain the equalities (33), (34). The theorem is proved.
(u x , v y )-problem and the elastic equilibrium
We want to find how a solution of the (u x , v y )-problem generates stresses σ x , τ xy , σ y . Assume that we know a general solution of the (u x , v y )-problem
. Then an unknown the Airy stress function W need to satisfy conditions (21) . By the generalized Hooke's law, we have the system of three equations:
Thus, stresses σ x and σ y are found in D by the formulas (35), (36), where
. Values of a stress τ xy can not be found without values of the second order partial derivatives (20) in the domain D, but the latter can be found with use of Theorem 4 and taking into account a equivalence of the (u x , v y )-problem and the appropriate (1-4)-problem.
Indeed, it is well-know (cf., e.g., [8, p.,6] ), that the right-hand side of the equality (37) equals − (20) . We have equalities
where (x * , y * ) is a fixed point in D, integration means along any piecewise smooth curve, which joints this point with a point with variable coordinates (x, y) ∈ D. Consequently, formulas (35), (36), (38) deliver stresses under boundary conditions (17) .
In order to find displacements u and v we need to obtain their partial derivatives 
Let us find functions V 3 and V 4 . The following formulas are fulfilled in D (cf., e.g., [9, p. 6] , [8, p. 9] with f 1 = f 2 ≡ 0, W := U): A function W 1,1 is found from (38), W 0 is obtained from the Cauchy-Riemann conditions for analytic function ϕ = p + iq. Finally, formulas (35), (36), (38), (39) define the sought-for elastic equilibrium.
Monogenic functions approaches for displacements in 3-D Elasticity
Approaches of monogenic functions with values in non-commutative real algebras are using and developing in 3-D Elasticity. For investigation of the space analog of the equilibrium Lamé system (30), considered monogenic (in the sense of some analog of (4)) functions f : A ∼ = R 3 −→ H, where H ≡ H := x 0 + x 1 e 1 + x 2 e 2 + x 3 e 3 , x k ∈ R, k = 0, 4, (e k e j + e j e k = −2δ k,j , k, j = 1, 2, 3; e 1 e 2 = e 3 ) are real quaternions (cf., e.g., [19] [20] [21] ) or H ≡ A := x 0 + x 1 e 1 + x 2 e 2 ⊂ H (cf., e.g., [22] [23] [24] ). In this way, a general regular solution of the noticed system for a domain with some convex structure is expressed as a sum of such hypercomplex monogenic functions (for instance, in [24] : a sum of (paravector-valued) monogenic, an anti-monogenic and a ψ-hyperholomorphic functions, respectively). So, this expressions are alternative to the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili formula for the elastic displacement field and they can be used to solving boundary value problems for monogenic functions.
